‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jo Brown
Sent: 09 April 2017 19:10
To: harris, dave
Subject: Medway Local Plan 2017

Mr. David Harris
Head of Planning
Medway Council
Dock Road
Chatham
Kent. ME4
Medway Local Plan.

2017

Dear Mr Harris
Following the interesting Medway Local Plan display in Cliffe I would like to submit my views for your consideration.
‐‐ All development must be sustainable.
‐‐ Brownfield sites must be the first used.
‐‐ Our landscape must be preserved.

It is irreplaceable.

‐‐ All agricultural land must be preserved for just that purpose ‐ agriculture.
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‐‐ Wildlife in all it's forms ‐ flora and fauna ‐ must have full protection.
‐‐ Villages must not be enlarged to accommodate 'outer Londoners' in 'cheaper' housing.
This does not help local people; it simply brings further congestion.
‐‐ Air quality and traffic density must be strictly controlled to improve health.
Our environment is precious and for the sake of future generations long term planning cannot be a simple case of
build anywhere today and forget tomorrow.
Please do not allow the greed of a few to dominate the need of many ‐
the preservation of our rural environment throughout Medway.
I trust you will give this your full consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs Jo Brown
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JOANNA MALE BA (HONS), MA, MRTPI

CHARTERED TOWN PLANNING CONSULTANT
E-Mail:
Planning Policy Team,
The Planning Service,
Medway Council,
Gun Wharf,
Dock Road,
Chatham,
Kent,
ME4 4TR
16th February 2017
Dear Sir/Madam
MEDWAY LOCAL PLAN DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS CONSULTATION AND 2017
SLAA REPORT
I am instructed to write in respect of the publication of the Council’s 2017 SLAA Report and
the Development Options Consultation for th e new Local Plan. Thes e comments should be
viewed in conjunction with those contai ned within m y previous le tter dated 29 th February
2016 in respect of the earlier Issues and Options Consultation.
2017 SLAA
My clients own the site of the Former Reservoir, Browndens Road, Upper Halling which was
submitted as a suitab le housing site for cons ideration within the SL AA (Site Ref:1046).
Within the 2017 SLAA Report, the site has been deem ed ‘unsuitable’ as part of the Stage 4
assessment of the submitted sites. T his assessment used the following updated criteria as to
‘suitability’ and whilst no evidence of the Council’s site specifi c assessm ent is currently
available on their website, a commentary as to the Former Reservoir’s suitability against each
of the identified criteria is provided below:
Centres
Whilst it is accepted that the site do es not lie within 800m of an identified centre, as referred
to in my previous submission, it lies immediately adjacent to an existing settlement boundary
in an area which, desp ite its ru ral natur e, provides com munity f acilities in ter ms of a
community hall and farm shop together w ith good access to th e prim ary school, railway
station and shops in Halling itself.
Educational Facilities
In order to be given a green or amber rating, a site has to be located within 400m or 800 m
respectively, of an educationa l f acility. This will no t be f easible in many ins tances and
Browndens Road lies w ithin 1.8 m iles of Hallin g Primary School, an 11 minute bus journey
from the site and a distance entirely practical to accomplish on a day to day basis.

Open Spaces
The site provides excellent access (within 400m) to an extensive network of public rights of
way which allow entry to the open countryside that surrounds the site.
Transport
An existing bus stop is located in Browndens
Road (i.e. within 400m of the site) which
provides a s ervice to Halling, Chath am, Rochester and W est Malling Railway Statio ns. The
regular service offered also serves local senior schools.
Site Access
It has p reviously been accepted by the LPA that a suitable site acces s could be created from
Browndens Road to serve any future development.
Landscape and Environment
The previous SLAA assessm ent accepted that “whilst the site is s ituated outside of the built
up area, the landscape is considered less
sensitive and to have some potential to
accommodate change” . The 2017 SLAA assessm ent criteria indicates that a green ranking
should be accorded to sites, such as the Former Reservoir, which are previously developed.
Heritage
The 2015 SLAA assessm ent of the For mer Re servoir site accepted th at any developm ent
would be unlikely to have an im pact upon any de signated heritage assets such that it should
score a green rating.
Flood Risk
The site is at low risk of flooding (Flood Zone
1) such that there is no bar to its future
development and it should be accorded a green rating.
Air Quality
The site is not in a AQMA and no contamination is suspected such that a green rating is again
appropriate. The LPA has previously accepted that mitigation for any air pollution is likely to
be deliverable.
Contamination
The 2015 SLAA assessment confirmed that contamination is not suspected on this site such
that a green rating should be accorded.
Agricultural Land
The site is p reviously developed and not in ag ricultural use such that it should be accorded a
green rating.
From the above assessment it is assum ed that the site’s ‘unsuitability’ derives from its failure
to meet the Council’s specific crit eria for proxim ity i.e. within 400m of a ‘centre’ or to an
‘educational facility’ si nce under all of the othe r categories, the site should score a green
rating.

It is unfortu nate that th e Counc il h as not yet p ublished details of how each individ ual site
scores ag ainst thes e criteria, s ince it is not possible to con firm i f all those sites d eemed
‘suitable’ score green on all of the criteria, although this is considered unlikely.
It is accepted that lo cating new d evelopment in close pro ximity to existing serv ices and
facilities is a key principle of sustainable
development which is strongly supported by
national policy. However, as recognized in the NPPF, there are three identified dimensions to
sustainability: economic, social and environmental. These are all inter-linked and in making a
judgement on the relative sustainability of any site, it may be necessary to weigh a number of
principles of sustainability, one against another.
The environmental dimension requires a prudent use of natural resource s and to this end one
of the core planning principles set out in para. 17 of the Fram ework is that effectiv e use of
previously developed land should be encouraged provided that it is not of high environmental
quality.
In the Council’s SLAA assessm ent, little or no prio rity seems to have be en given to the fact
that my client’ site, unlike m any similarly located, has been previously developed such that
its re-use for residential purposes in preference to a greenfield alternative, is an in herently
more sustainable choice. Although the site does not meet the rigid requirements in the SLAA
assessment for proximity to a centre and a school, it is m aterial to note that such facilities are
available within the local area and are served by the established public transport network.
Furthermore, an assessm ent that this brownfie ld site is suitable for developm ent would be
completely consistent with the ob jectives of the em erging Local plan which states: “The
council is following Government policy to prom ote the use of brownfield land, in preference
to releasing greenfield sites”.
The 2017 SLAA identifies a total of 54 sites capab le of providing a total of 6139 residential
units. These sites, together with completi ons between 2012 – 2016, s ites with an existing
planning permission, residual allocations from the adopted L ocal Plan, and an allow ance for
windfalls, provides a current s upply of developm ent land for 18,206 dwellings which is
referred to as th e ‘Residential Development Pipelin e’ in the Developm ent Option s
Consultation docum ent. This falls far shor t of th e figure of 29,463 dwellings required over
the new Local Plan period. It is understood that once responses to the current Developm ent
Options have been received and considered, a further review of the SLAA will be completed,
in order to inform the next stage of the Local Plan.
My client’s views in respect of the relative development scenarios are set out below, however
of primary importance is that the Council takes a consistent approach in applying their stated
objective to use brownfield land in preference to greenfield alternatives.
Accordingly, it is requested that in undertak ing the planned review of the SLAA, the Council
reviews the suitability of m y clients’ site and places an
appropriate priority on the
sustainability benefits resulting from its re-use due to its previously developed nature, and
location immediately adjacent to a settlem ent boundary which offers access to all n ecessary

facilities. F ailure to do so, w ould be inconsistent with th e Council’s stated intention of
promoting the use of brownfield land, in preference to greenfield alternatives.

Development Options
The Council’s stated aim for the em erging Local P lan is to ensure that Medway grows
sustainably, to provide land for the hom
es, jobs and services that people need, whilst
protecting and enhancing the qualities of the area’s environment and he ritage. Fundamental
to this is the Council’s stated intention to promote the use of brownfield land, in preference to
releasing greenfield sites.
However, taking into account the Council’s monitoring information (which includes evidence
from the SLAA as referred to abov e) the Development Options document concludes that “It
is unlikely that the full range of d evelopment needs cou ld be met so lely in th e identified
regeneration areas on brownfield land. Ther efore greenfield sites in suburban and rural
areas may have to form a part of Medway’s development strategy for the new Local Plan”.
The Council have theref ore identified 4 develo pment scenarios which are the subject of the
current consultation and which the Council are us ing as the basis of an assessm ent as to
“which approach could deliver the most su
stainable development pattern for Medway,
meeting the aspirations set out in the vision and the strategic objectives in the Local Plan”.
Whilst the Council’s assessm ent that greenfield allo cations are likely to be required, m ay be
realistic, the assessment of my client’s site w ithin the SLAA would suggest tha t, to date, the
Council has not yet identified the full capacity of existing brownf ield sites and therefore is
not yet in a position to consider the most sustainable options for development.
As stated above, it is requested that the forthc oming review of the SLAA take a m ore robust
approach in assessing the relati ve sustainability of sites by placing an appropriate emphasis
on their d eveloped character i. e. g reenfield o r brownfield, in a m anner consistent with the
Council’s stated intention to promote the use of brownfield sites.
In general term s, my clients are supportive of Growth Scenario 4 since it allows for a rural
focus f or som e new developm ent. The use of sm aller site s, adjoin ing existing se ttlement
boundaries will allow an early contribution to be m ade to th e local ho using supply without
the dif ficulties as sociated with lan d assem bly or sign ificant inf rastructure im provements.
Such sites can support the viability of local rural communities as envisaged by para. 55 of the
NPPF.
However, fundamental to achieving the m ost sustainable development pattern for Medway is
the princip le of m aking the bes t use of pr eviously dev eloped land and accord ingly the
Council is requested to adopt a developm ent scenario that does this and undertakes an
appropriate review of its evidence base i.e. the SLAA in order to facilitate this.

Yours faithfully

Jo Male
cc. Client

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Burton Burton
01 March 2017 14:22
futuremedway
Fwd: Medway Plan
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "John Burton Burton"
Date: 1 Mar 2017 14:14
Subject: Medway Plan
To: <www.medway.gov.uk/futuremedway@gmail.com>
Cc:
The forthcoming proposed Medway plan appears to have Hoo St Werburgh playing a major roll.
I would like to raise a few very important issues that ought to be dealt with before and during but definitely
not after any new developments are built.
Traffic on and off the peninsula has always been a issue but even more so now with the increased
housing.With more new housing and enhanced employment in the area, one road serving the peninsula for
all manner of vehicles is insufficient.
The majority of people will always choose a car over public transport(especially as you can buy a reliable
car for the price of a decent washing machine). There will be too many vechicles converging trying to get
on and off the peninsula with the majority heading towards London therefore makes sense to spread the
traffic across the whole of the MedwayTowns along with the new developments.
There is a shortage of GP's throughout the country .The two surgery's in Hoo struggle to meet the demands
of the peninsula now and this results in lack of continuity with regard to seeing the same doctor and
horrendous waiting times.
Many of the new residents will be from outside the area thus causing greater demand on the infrastructure
including all sevices that the NHS provide.
Hoo's poor infrastructure cannot support the residents now, that is before any new homes are built,even
if no more planning permission was granted.This again makes it sensible to spread the new builds across
the Towns.
Sustainable Drainage systems play a big part in new developments, unless common sense and
observationals skills ought to be used along side THE COMPUTER to bring down the GROSSLY OVER
ESTIMATED GREENFIELD RUNOFF RATE. All of the fields ear marked for development have lipped
edges of 200mm to 400mm in height, this was mainly caused by the soil being dug to form the water
courses and with the heavy foliage this in effect creates a basin effect so NO RUN OFF CAN OCCURE
even the latest developement to start by Abbey Homes this being the case.
If this is not addressed parts of residential Hoo will become flood plains.
We probably all realise there is a need for housing but it should not affect the residents of Hoo alone to the
degree that this plan could.
Hoo has seen sufficient new housing in the past with NO IMPROVEMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE, The
Medway Local Plan should be exactly as it title says;
1

MEDWAY !!
NOT HOO AND ITS SURROUNDING AREA.
J Burton
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7th March 2017
613/A3/JJA
Planning Policy, Regeneration, Culture, Environment and Transformation
Medway Council
Gun Wharf
Dock Road
Chatham
Kent ME4 4TR
Dear Sirs
Re:

Medway Council Local Plan – The Development Options Consultation Document – Jan
/ Feb 2017
Representations on behalf of Redrow Homes Limited
Land at Walnut Tree Farm, High Halstow

I write with reference to the above. As you will be aware I act for Redrow Homes Limited who have
various interests in Medway, including those at Walnut Tree Farm, High Halstow. To this end I wrote
to you in February 2016 commenting upon the Medway Council Local Plan – Issues and Options
Consultation Document, in particular the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) figure of
29,463 between 2012 and 2035 (1281dpa), the link between the level of housing and employment
growth being promoted in the plan; the mapping of the environmental constraints; how development
in areas that are close to environmentally sensitive locations can actively enhance them / control
access to them/ contribute towards an effective green infrastructure network; how a ribbon of small
scale urban extensions/ extensions to existing villages in the Hoo Peninsular could help improve
access to public transport and address the decline in rural services in this part of Medway; and the
merits of the starter homes initiative. We also highlighted the fact that rather than concentrate
development in one settlement in the Hoo Peninsular the Council should look to a ribbon of smaller
scale growth within the existing villages on the Peninsular to complement a larger scale expansion
to Hoo/ Hoo St Werburgh. We also highlighted the fact that Villages such as High Halstow are in our
opinion capable of accommodating small scale growth that would complement that in the likes of
Hoo and help maintain local services and facilities/ bolster public transport links between the villages
to the benefit of all on the Peninsular.
Having regard to the above, we note the OAHN has not changed – it remains at 29,463 over the
plan period (1281dpa). As per our previous reps we would question whether the OAHN has taken
into account the effects of the London market and whether the housing target has had regard to the
requirements of the Duty to Cooperate and thus is providing for any adjacent authority/ looking to
others to assist Medway in meeting its needs. Both are strategic issues that the Local Plan needs to
address in determining the ultimate housing requirement and the scale and direction of growth.
Similarly both are issues that lead us to question the approach and conclusions of the North Kent
Strategic Housing and Economic Needs Assessment (SHENA).
Likewise we note that there continues to be no clarity between the relationship between the
employment growth forecasts in the SHENA and the proposed housing target. As previously stated
housing growth needs to be linked to employment growth if out-commuting is to be reduced.
Turning to the 4 development options promoted in the Development Options Consultation Document
we note, and welcome the fact that all 4 provide for incremental expansion at High Halstow. As you
will be aware my client has an interest in the Land at Walnut Tree Farm (SHLAA ref 0835) which is
shown as suitable, available and deliverable in the January 2017 SHLAA; with appendix 5 suggesting
it has the capacity to accommodate 57 dwellings in years 0-5 or 6-10. To this end I note that the
SHLAA, 2016 AMR and chapter 3 of the Development Options Consultation Document all suggest

that SHLAA pipeline sites will form part of the current 5 year HLS trajectory as well as that for the
remaining plan period.
Having regard to the above we do not really have a view either way on the proposed development
options, albeit we would question how realistic option 1B (maximising the potential of the urban
regeneration) really is; and the environmental implications of option 1D (Rural Focus).
As set out in our previous reps if Medway Council look to progress a CiL charging schedule with a
clear set of identified needs against which CiL payments can be made, a development strategy that
integrates the planned expansion of Hoo, a network of small scale urban extensions to the main
villages on the Peninsular and a reduced scale of development at Lodge Hill (if permitted), this could,
in combination with some incremental suburban development in the less sensitive areas to the south
and east (such as Strood and Rainham/Lower Rainham), and some town centre and riverside
development, accommodate the Objectively Assessed Housing Needs of the area.
Overall we believe that development on the Hoo Peninsular, including the development of the land
at Walnut Tree Farm in High Halstow will help accommodate the Objectively Assessed Housing
Needs of the area; that said development can come forward as part of a comprehensive suite of
sites to supplement an extended Hoo St Werburgh, and if approved Lodge Hill; and that this would,
through a CiL charging schedule with a clear set of identified needs against which CiL payments can
be made, help address the service and infrastructure requirements of the Hoo Peninsula, including
the public transport requirements of the area; and provide for much need for family sized housing,
affordable housing and starter homes without any adverse environmental or landscape impacts.
Whilst all 4 development options proffered, provide for development in High Halstow, we believe
options 1C, and 1E are probable the more realistic, albeit option 1E may benefit from additional
mixed use development in lower Rainham rather than the release of greenbelt land in the Medway
Valley.
In the context of the above we would like to highlight Redrow’s desire to work with Medway Council
on the delivery of its chosen option and to this end would welcome the opportunity to meet with
officers to discuss our proposals for the land at Walnut Tree Farm further, if this would be of
assistance.
Yours sincerely

JUDITH ASHTON
Judith Ashton Associates
C.c.

David Banfield Redrow Homes Limited

To: futuremedway@medway.gov.uk
Dear Sir/Madam
MEDWAY LOCAL PLAN 2035 - CLIFFE
I am writing regarding the Draft Vision and Strategic Objectives outlined in the Medway
Council Local Plan 2012 – 2035 Executive Summary.
I would like to raise my concerns regarding the considered development at Cliffe, in
particular on the land located between Chancery Road and Cooling Road and also the land
adjacent to the Telephone Exchange and running North to Buttway Lane.
Having looked at the map showing these proposals, it seems that this would approximately
double the size of Cliffe which has far reaching implications for the village and any
significant development would, I believe, have a negative impact on this treasured rural
setting and substantially change its character.
These are my concerns:
1. It concerns me that these proposals seem to be what developers and land owners would
like to see happen to our village, they are not what the villagers have said they want. I haven't
heard anyone from our village say they would like to see vast areas of our village concreted
over.
It seems to me that the developers and landowners have looked at our villages and decided
they could make vast sums of money by taking advantage of us and our village. They are not
doing it for our benefit but for their own. It's seems that these proposals are motivated by
their greed for profit not for the benefit of the villages. It is trying to force something on us
that we don't want; it feels like the rape of our village.
Is it a Local Neighbourhood Plan that's being prepared or is it a Developer's Plan?
These major proposals will substantially change the whole character of our village for ever.
Our village is small, intimate and personal, with many of our residents having known each
other for many years, many from childhood. The village is surrounded by beautiful
countryside and highly productive Grade 1 agricultural land, which has been continuously
farmed for centuries. It's not built up; it's rural. This is why most of us have chosen to live
here.
The proposed sites are situated on the best and most versatile agricultural land and these
developments will have a detrimental impact upon these locally valued landscapes.
If these proposals go ahead the small country village character will be changed into a vast,
featureless, impersonal housing estate, destroying valuable farm land, the beautiful views
over the surrounding countryside and open fields close by, destroying the general openness
and character of the whole area where we live, and the neighbourliness of living in a
relatively small community.
Cliffe has long been a farming community and the landscape and features relating to this
should be respected. This is the reason most people choose to live in the countryside, to

benefit from this type of scenery and rural setting. This rural setting is a direct contrast to
living in towns or cities, or even housing estates, and the two are not interchangeable.
Once the developers and landowners have said what they want to do, we, the people that
actually live here, are virtually faced with a 'fait accompli'. Proposals which are on the table
will always be what the authorities focus on, and push through if it suits them. If it's
supposed to be a neighbourhood plan, then surely, all the people of the neighbourhood
should be asked first what they feel about having our villages destroyed in this way, not
have these things imposed upon us by those who know nothing about our village.
There was a Workshop held recently in Cliffe Memorial Hall, which I attended, supposedly
to get the views of the people who live here concerning these developments. The hall was
packed because people were greatly concerned by these proposals to build houses on vast
areas of farmland surrounding the village. However, the Workshop was deliberately
structured to focus people's attention away from the issue for which they had attended, i.e.
the housing development plans, and instead they were made to discuss what other
amenities they would like to see in the village. It's a very clever technique, which I've used
myself when working with consultants, to make people think they've been involved, when
the real issue is glossed over and side‐tracked. This confirmed in my mind that the Council is
going through the motions of consultation and dodging the real issue, but can then say the
people didn't have very much to say about the building plans.
Also, these development plans have been very poorly publicised. Many people I have
spoken to in the village knew nothing about these plans at all; they certainly didn't know
that they should be submitting their comments or objections. Unless you are a Facebook
user or managed to see the notice board placed in one location in the village there is no
reason why anyone would know anything about them at all. I would have thought that for
something that would so dramatically affect the village there should have been a notice put
through everyone's letterbox explaining what was at stake and what they should do about
it. The result now is that there will be a much smaller response and far fewer objections
because many people knew nothing about it, giving the impression that most people in the
village are not bothered by the proposals.
2. If these plans were to be implemented, doubling the size of our village, then in addition
to what's mentioned above:
a. our school would obviously be completely inadequate to cope with the large increase in
children. Of course, the school can be enlarged, (doubled?) if there is space, and double the
number of teachers, but then again we lose the benefit of the intimacy that a smaller village
school provides, to the detriment of all our children.
b. our doctors' surgery, which at present often finds it difficult to offer an appointment in
less than two to three weeks, would need to be significantly enlarged or completely
replaced, and double the number of doctors, to cope with almost double the numbers of
patients. Again, losing the benefits of a relatively small GP practice, where we are often
known personally, and being presented instead with a large, impersonal, conveyor belt
system where we all become just numbers as in a hospital, seeing a different doctor every
time we attend, to the detriment of all the patients that go there.

c. our sewage system, which was installed for a much smaller number of people, would
quite possibly not be able to cope, requiring a very costly upgrade or replacement. It already
seems to have a significant problem, based on the awful sewage smell that so often seems
to be present at the bottom of Lee Green Hill as you approach Cliffe Woods from Strood.
d. our existing approach road from Strood, the B2000, is already seriously undersized and
overloaded by the volume of large lorries, buses, coaches and cars making it dangerous. It's
a small country road, and almost doubling the population would make this situation
intolerable and even more dangerous than it is already. Of course, if enough money is
thrown at it the roads could be widened and straightened etc. to deal with all the extra
traffic, but then again, we'd become more like a town rather than the country village that
many of us chose to live in.
e. access to the proposed new housing sites is poor. Any access via Cooling Road to the
proposed site between Cooling Road and Chancery Road would be impractical; this is
already very narrow between the existing houses, effectively being a single lane road at that
point. Articulated lorries travelling to the farms in Cooling use this road with great difficulty;
it is virtually impossible to pass them. There is no other way of access to this site. Any access
to the Telephone Exchange site would have to be off the B2000 within the village. This is
narrow, effectively single lane through the village due to cars parked in the road outside the
houses, and overloaded with traffic at many times during the day.
3. Regarding Agriculture in general. When this nation is in the process of leaving the
European Union, and much of the UK’s food is imported, and our import costs have the
potential to rise considerably due to the exchange rate and potential import duty, and when
the population is increasing significantly, it seems the decision to destroy valuable food
producing land is entirely wrong and has serious implications.
In these circumstances I cannot understand why a growing population would choose to
reduce its ability to grow food.
The Government is encouraging the population to consume more fresh fruit and vegetables
and to reduce Food Miles with its wider implication for the environment., and so Food
Security is not something that should be taken lightly. We live in an ever changing world and
add to this the way the climate appears to be changing, we must conserve our highly
productive farm land at all costs and find less valuable land that can be considered for
redevelopment.
4. I recognise that more homes are needed within Medway but surely we should recognise
that in this area we have towns and we have villages. We MUST let the towns continue to be
towns and let the villages continue to be RURAL villages, not try and make the villages into
mini towns. I'm sure that if we looked imaginatively at our existing towns we could find
many areas where more housing could be constructed. Our town centres are very poorly
utilised with dozens of redundant or poor quality shops which offer very little value to the
towns and just become vast numbers of charity shops. Just because the landlords or land
owners may not have offered them shouldn't mean that they aren't considered as potential
locations for the housing needed. It's likely that many, if not most of these properties are
owned by investment companies or similar that see them as moneymaking opportunities
rather than wanting to productively enhance the areas where they are situated. I believe
the local authority should actively investigate how these, and other redundant areas could

be used to meet the additional housing need, (not waiting for them to be offered by the
owners,) rather than take good quality, productive farm land in and around our villages just
because someone wants to make a lot of money out of us and because we are seen as easy
pickings.

Yours faithfully
Keith Martin

8th April 2017
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There has been discussion in the past concerning a unified 'Strood Central' station
at the point where the Swanley-to-Rochester and Medway Valley lines cross at
right angles on different levels. It has been suggested that this should be funded
by s106 from the developer of the old Civic Centre site; And/or, better still, a
south to east chord near Strood so that trains from Cuxton can run direct to
Rochester (and vice versa). Support from Medway Council would be required to put
this suggestion to Network Rail.
There are also further comments that KCRP should like to put forward for
consideration during this consultation and these are listed below. These have
already been discussed with Andrew Bull at Medway Council and some of the
information shown has kindly been provided by him and his colleagues.

Land adjacent to Cuxton Station – request to consider development
and encourage use of station buildings at Cuxton and Halling
1. KCRP would like to encourage some land adjacent to Cuxton Station to be
developed as housing. The site has been a car park in the past, but this use is
now not supported due to constant vandalism. The KCRP would also support
Network Rail to encourage local businesses to use the empty station buildings
at Cuxton and Halling.
2. Following a consultation meeting with Andrew Bull, Medway Council, they
consulted the latest Strategic Land Availability Assessment (SLAA)1 and
accompanying maps.2 Site nos. 0676, 0782 and 1068 are have been considered
to be either unsuitable or unavailable for development. A review of the SLAA
will be carried out in 2017. Kent Community Rail Partnership (KCRP) would like
to be updated on this once the review has been carried out. This is a high
priority as this area is prone to vandalism and fly tipping and also makes the
area unsightly.
3. In respect of Cuxton Station any development proposals for the station should
include a facility for people to drop off and pick up.

New station stop at Medway Leisure Park
4. KCRP would like to ask for consideration for a new station stop at the Medway
Leisure Park to serve the complex and the hotel. It has also been suggested
that if this is not practical, that consideration could be made for a station
1
2

http://www.medway.gov.uk/pdf/SLAA%20Report%20&%20Maps%20February%202017.pdf
http://www.medway.gov.uk/pdf/Map%2012.pdf
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slightly north of the park, so serve any further housing developed here.
5. Following the meeting with Medway Council it was advised that they will need
to propose mitigation and other sustainable transport initiatives to support site
allocations in the new Local Plan. Medway Council will be responding to the
Kent Route Study (Network Rail) and the South Eastern rail franchising (DfT)
consultations setting out the scale of growth expected and infrastructure or
improvements required.
6. KCRP are keen to support the consideration to an accessible riverside

walk/cycle route from Cuxton Station to the leisure park and on to Strood. The
riverside here is not particularly accessible to walkers and cyclists and there
should also be more cycle parking at the complex. It may be advantageous if
this is developed, that cycle hire be made available at the hotel to encourage
use of the cycle route as a sustainable way to get to the Medway towns for
visitors.

Extending the Medway Valley Line to Hoo
7. The KCRP would support the extension of the Medway Valley Line to Hoo, given
the scale of growth expected in the area. It is clear that the increase in housing
on the Hoo peninsular means there are unknown effects at this stage of the
increase in traffic to these new developments. There will also be an increase in
traffic on the A228 due to the Peter’s Village development. Therefore, it is
clear that consideration must be made to extending the passenger rail link to
Hoo. KCC and Highways England are already concerned about the knock-on
effect to the M2/M20/A2/A229/A228/A289, of these developments and this is
an opportunity to remove traffic from these roads.
8. Consideration must also be made as to the effects of a new Lower Thames
crossing to the road network in north Kent and more specifically, the Medway
towns. KCRP would ask for further modelling to be carried out to ascertain
traffic volumes on the entire Medway/North Kent road network to support the
request to consider a passenger rail extension to Hoo. Support for this will also
be requested in the KCRP’s response to the rail franchise consultation.

Improved signage and designated routes
9. The KCRP would welcome improved signage for pedestrians and cyclists, along
with improved designated routes from rail stations to town centres and places
of interest. Possible with walking/cycling timings. Medway Council have
emphasised that priority will be given to sites in locations which can be made
3

sustainable in site allocations work in the emerging Local Plan. The proposed
policy approach to connectivity and permeability in the ‘Development Options’
Local Plan consultation (mainly for new developments) but may require further
work in terms of the legibility of areas outside train stations.
10. Both Cuxton and Halling would benefit from improved signage outside the
station with regards to local walks etc. These would be improved, should
Medway develop more accessible routes as discussed above.

Cycle parking
11. KCRP would encourage more cycle parking throughout Medway to encourage
sustainable travel. Medway Council have outlined the proposed policy approach
to cycle parking in the ‘Development Options’ Local Plan consultation. The
proposed policy supports the adopted cycle parking standards (i.e. number of
cycle parking spaces in relation to development) with best practice design
criteria.
12. In the Sustainable Transport section of the Local Plan Development Options
consultation document, it states. “The monitoring of cycle parking at rail
stations has revealed a 60 per cent increase between 2004 and 2014. Cycle
parking at rail stations appears to have peaked in the last four years due to the
lack of capacity at some sites. However, the new rail station at Rochester
provides more cycle parking, while facilities will be improved at Chatham and
Strood stations as part of Medway’s Cycling Action Plan 2016-18”.

Travel Planning
13. Medway Council employ a dedicated Travel Planning officer but it is not clear
what role they have in encouraging rail travel as a sustainable option. Can this
be made a priority in view of the increased road use which will inevitable come
with new housing development on the scale that is envisaged in the scope of
the local plan.
14. The cycling network in Medway does not integrate with other public transport
hubs. This also needs to be looked at to increase sustainable travel and remove
some of the burden on the road network. There is access to NCN1 and this
should be used in a much more strategic way.
15. The KCRP suggests that a cycle hire scheme may have potential to encourage
modal shift in Medway, e.g. from Strood Station to Medway City Estate.
Medway Council has stated that it will be building on work undertaken by
4

Sustrans in 2015 and the new Propensity to Cycle Tool to identify new routes to
facilitate sustainable travel to/from site allocations in the emerging Local Plan.
This should be an integral part of the new local plan.
16. The KCRP also suggests that a park and ride service may also have a role to
play.
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Your ref:
Our ref:

development options regulation 18
reg18devptoption100417

26th May 2017
For the attention of
Catherine Smith, Planning Policy Manager
by email

Dear Catherine,
Medway Council Local Plan 2012- 2035
Development Options Regulation 18 Consultation
Thank you for inviting us to comment upon your Development Options Report and Interim
Sustainability Appraisal. Kent Wildlife Trust welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the process.
Development Options and Lodge Hill
The inclusion of Chattenden Woods and Lodge Hill Site of Special Scientific Interest as a development
site is of extreme concern to Kent Wildlife Trust. This is a unique, nationally important site that should
be valued for its contribution to the nation’s, and Medway’s, natural heritage.
The Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report states that Lodge Hill is included “…based on the extent of
Previously Developed Land on the potential development site, and the council’s view that a satisfactory
mitigation and compensation package could be implemented.” (Paragraph 4.16). Regardless of the facts of
these matters, neither the encouragement of re-use of previously developed land nor the presumption in
favour of sustainable development apply to Sites of Scientific Interest as set out in the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF)1. The Sustainability Appraisal process should be an independent, fact-based
process that informs the development of the Local Plan in line with the NPPF, and the current approach to it
risks the Local Plan being found unsound.
Furthermore, it is not enough to demonstrate that the benefits of development outweigh the impacts on the
SSSI, but rather that the benefits that are specific to that location (compared to the alternatives) outweigh
the impacts2. It would appear that the Council is relying upon the Inquiry into the Lodge Hill planning
application to undertake this task for it. At best this risks delays to the Local Plan process, and at worst it
risks the Local Plan being found unsound.
The inclusion of Lodge Hill in all four development scenarios does not consider “all reasonable
alternatives”, as is a requirement of the Sustainability Appraisal process. In paragraph 4.62 of the
Interim Sustainability Appraisal it states: “In testing the broad locations and approaches for potential
growth, consideration will be given to the capacity of areas to accommodate additional development, if
Lodge Hill should not be supported through the Public Inquiry process.” It is not sufficient to state that
capacity will be “modified” in each scenario should Lodge Hill not proceed through the Public Inquiry.
A large development site such as Lodge Hill, with a suggested capacity of up to 5000 dwellings and
associated community infrastructure, will have a profound impact upon housing figures. An additional
four scenarios should be provided without Lodge Hill.

1
2

NPPF paragraph 111 and paragraph 14 respectively.
NPPF paragraph 118

It is very difficult to offer any firm comments on the four scenarios provided, as the diagrams and
figures provided are not easy to compare to one another. It would have been much more useful if the
diagrams represented the scale or quantum of development being proposed for each location in each of
the four suggested scenarios. Scenario detail would have been easier to understand if it had been
tabulated, rather than descriptive. The lack of clarity regarding the quantum of development each
option has the potential to contribute to the OAN is unhelpful, and we would expect such figures to be
presented prior to the draft plan publication.
Capstone Valley
Inappropriate development within the Capstone Valley has the potential to impact upon the ancient
woodland and other important habitats, as well as compromise the role the valley plays as a green link
between the North Downs and Medway Towns, Darland Banks Local Wildlife Site and Local Nature
Reserve and Capstone Country Park. There are also opportunities within the valley to enhance its role
as a green link and area of wildlife value in its own right. Piecemeal development of the valley should
be avoided, and any development the Council allocates for the area should be designed in the context of
the whole valley, with impacts on important habitats avoided and the green infrastructure through the
valley enhanced through appropriate habitat restoration and creation.
Policy Approaches
As the document does not at this stage include any detailed policy or specific site allocations, we would
like to make some more general comments regarding biodiversity content.
Kent Wildlife Trust welcomes the “policy approach” to Strategic Access Management and Monitoring,
page 63, in order to protect and enhance spaces of international and national importance. We would
recommend that the next version of Medway’s Local Plan should continue to have a specific policy in
relation to this.
Kent Wildlife Trust commends Medway Council for its policy on “Securing strong Green
Infrastructure” (page 65). This is in line with National policy and it should serve the function of
maintaining connectivity and providing ecological resilience between protected spaces and the broader
countryside at a landscape scale3. We note that the Council intends to publish a Green Infrastructure
Framework to support the Local Plan. The next stage of preparation of the Local Plan should include a
policy clearly referring to this Green Infrastructure Framework and its relationship to the Local Plan.
Medway Council should also ensure that an appropriate financial mechanism is provided. The NPPF
does emphasise that the planning system should, “minimise impacts on biodiversity and provide net
gains in biodiversity where possible.4” We recommend that Medway Council make reference to the
Kent Biodiversity Strategy5 in setting appropriate actions and targets for achieving this in the
development of their Local Plan documents.
Unfortunately the statement “A high level of protection from damaging impacts of development will be
given to Sites of Special Scientific Interest and Ancient Woodland” is undermined by Medway’s
support for development at Lodge Hill and Chattenden Woods SSSI. At present the Council are at risk
of making the same mistakes that resulted in the withdrawal of the previous attempt at a Local Plan,

3

The NPPF states in paragraph 117, that “planning policies should plan for biodiversity at a landscape-scale across local
authority boundaries” and “identify and map components of the local ecological networks, including the hierarchy of
international, national and locally designated sites of importance for biodiversity, wildlife corridors and stepping stones that
connect them and areas identified by local partnerships for habitat restoration or creation”.
4
NPPF, paragraph 109, page 25.
5
http://www.kentnature.org.uk/assets/files/Nat-Env/Kent-Biodiversity-Strategy-final.pdf

and we would remind them that the inspector stated “…in considering the balance to be struck
between all the dimensions of sustainable development I am not persuaded that the
social and economic benefits that would flow from development on this site would outweigh the
harm to a site of national importance for biodiversity.”
Kent Wildlife Trust is concerned about the reference in this policy “Securing strong Green
Infrastructure (page 65) which states: “The council will consider the need to protect the special features
of…Local Wildlife Sites and Local Nature Reserves.” This is not strong enough policy wording; active
protection of sites of County importance, such as Local Wildlife Sites or Roadside Nature Reserves, is
vitally important in order to maintain and enhance the green infrastructure network and protect
biodiversity and delivery the aims of the NPPF with regard to biodiversity6. We would recommend that
Medway should have a specific, separate policy in relation to the protection and enhancement of sites
of county importance, such as Local Wildlife Sites and Roadside Nature Reserves. This would better
support development management decision-making, as local sites in Kent are increasingly under threat,
from both direct and indirect impacts of development, including increased recreational pressure.
The next stage of plan-making should also make policy provision for the protection and enhancement
of biodiversity within its allocated sites. This should include clear “development principles” on sites of
higher biodiversity value or adjacent to more sensitive sites for nature conservation. Reference should
be made to county Biodiversity Opportunity Areas7 and Kent Wildlife Trust would recommend
referring to these in the policy detail. Ashford’s Local Development Framework and its Area Action
Plans are a good example of where biodiversity objectives have been included within site-specific
“development principles”. Kent Nature Partnership has also produced guidance against which policies
can be assessed8.
Kent Wildlife Trust understands that a key driver to this plan is the projected significant increase in
population of 21.8% in Medway during the timeframe for this plan, alongside economic growth. It is
essential that in planning for this projected increase in population, the natural environment is not
compromised, in accordance with the NPPF Core Planning Principles.9
Sustainability Appraisal Documents
Table 2 (Sustainability framework) of the Sustainability Appraisal Interim Report does not include any
indicators that would allow the monitoring of the plan against national and local biodiversity policies.
We therefore support the statement in the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report that Medway
recognises there is an evidence gap in this respect, and that the Council will seek other means to gather
information (Paragraph D.14). We recommend that the Council engage with the Kent Nature
Partnership on this matter, in assessing their monitoring needs and information availability.
Thank you for involving us in the development of this Local Plan. We look forward to commenting on
future stages of development.
Yours sincerely
Greg Hitchcock
Thames Gateway Officer
6

NPPF, paragraphs 109 and 114, for example.
http://kentbap.org.uk/kent-boas/
8
http://www.kentnature.org.uk/planning-policy-advice.html
9
NPPF reference, paragraph 17, Core Planning Principles “Planning should contribute to conserving and enhancing the
natural environment and reducing pollution. Allocations of land for development should prefer land of lesser environmental
value, where consistent with other policies in this Framework”.
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Policy

Conclusion
Kodiak can confirm that enclosed the site is available, offers a suitable location for development now and is
achievable with a realistic prospect that the housing will be delivered within five years. We therefore consider
that the site should be allocated within the Local Plan, and look forward to taking part in future consultation
exercises on the plan.
Yours faithfully

Christien Lee
Planner
Kodiak Land

KODIAK LAND

MEDWAY COUNCIL LOCAL PLAN 2012-2035

Local Plan Development Options Site Submission

1

LAND SOUTH OF LOWER RAINHAM ROAD, RAINHAM

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

Kodiak is promoting a site at Land south of Lower Rainham Road, Rainham for proposed residential
development (see location plan below).

1.2

Context

1.2.1

The c.3.2ha site is located to the north of Rainham, and comprises numerous small agricultural fields
with boundaries formed chiefly of hedgerows and mature trees. To the north of the site beyond the
B2004 Lower Rainham Road lies open countryside, to the west of the site is a small allotment and
wooded area forming part of the Berengrave Nature Reserve. Existing residential development abuts
the site to the south, and to the east is a mixture of existing residential development and scrubland.
Residential development of the site would be in keeping with existing abutting land uses and a logical
infill of development.

1.2.2

The site lies adjacent to Rainham which is a sustainable settlement with a wide range of services and
facilities. Within 2km of the site there is a primary school, convenience store, shops, public houses,
railway station, and a public park. All of these facilities are easily accessible from the development
site via safe walking routes along footpaths adjoining well-lit highways or by the use of frequent public
transport services.

Local Plan Development Options Site Submission

1.2.3

The site lies within 400m of a bus route with up to 5 services per day to Sittingbourne and 6 services
per day to Chatham (Monday-Friday) which provide for a range of higher order services. A short
distance from the site is Rainham railway station which is served by up to 5 services per hour to
London (St Pancras or Victoria) with journey times inside one hour. Services also run to Stratford
International, Ramsgate, Faversham, Canterbury and Dover.

1.2.4

Rainham is capable of hosting additional residential growth which will help to sustain and enhance
the existing services and facilities in the town. The site is located in a sustainable location within
Rainham; indeed, an appeal decision on a nearby site at Station Road, Rainham
(APP/A2280/W/15/3002877, December 2015) confirmed that “the site is well located in terms of
shops, services and transport links”.

1.3

SLAA

1.3.1

The February 2017 SLAA document identifies the promotion site as part of a wider site “00849” which
is assessed as suitable and available for development within 5 years. Kodiak supports this assessment
and thinks development of the site can contribute to the Council achieving a 5 year housing land
supply.

1.4

Local Plan Development Options

1.4.1

The Local Plan Development Options document outlines a number of broad strategic options for the
location of the substantial quantum of new housing which is required between 2012 and 2035. Kodiak
considers that the development of the site at Lower Rainham Road would be consistent with all of
the development options identified, as it is recognised that the district’s constraints mean that new
housing will need to be delivered from a range of sources.

1.5

Conclusion

1.5.1

Kodiak can confirm that the site is available, offers a suitable location for development now and is
achievable with a realistic prospect that the housing will be delivered within five years. We therefore
contend that the site should be allocated within the Local Plan.

Our ref:
Medway Council
Pembroke (Compass Centre) Chatham Your ref:
Maritime
Date:
Chatham
Kent
ME4 4YH

KT/2006/000047/CS-04/PO1-L01
14 March 2017

Dear Sir/Madam
Notice of Regulation 18 ‘Development Options’ Consultation
Thank you for consulting us on the above. We apologise for your delay in responding but
hope you find our comments useful.
Flood Risk
We are pleased to note that flood risk has been identified as a key consideration within the
Local Plan. We look forward to working with the Council to develop a suitable policy covering
flood risk.
We would welcome further consultation on specific housing development site allocations.
Water Resources
We are pleased that the Council is proposing to adopt the higher standard for water
efficiency in new homes of 110 litres per person per day. This is appropriate in view of our
classification of the area as one of "serious water stress". We would also hope to see some
requirement for commercial developments to meet one of the higher BREEAM
classifications.
Groundwater and Contaminated Land
We attended the workshop and raised a number of points related to the issues consultation.
We re-iterate them here:
We would request that water quality is covered in the environment section, Medway is
significantly dependent on groundwater supply from aquifers for its public and commercial
water supply. This should be recognised and any development with potential impacts on the
water quality in aquifers or in surface waters should ensure controlled waters are
safeguarded from detrimental effects. Groundwater is also important for agricultural supply.
Under infrastructure sections, drainage provision is critical to again ensure detrimental
effects are avoided. SuDs are welcomed as part of flood prevention and assistance to
biodiversity, but infiltration drainage is not always viable on some developments, especially
on Brownfield sites.
Certain types of development have a high pollution potential and areas designated as SPZs
should be prevented from being brought forward for high risk developments, as outlined in
our GP3 document.

Environment Agency
Orchard House Endeavour Park, London Road, Addington, West Malling, Kent, ME19 5SH
Customer services line: 03708 506 506
Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/environment-agency

Brownfield development is welcomed to address historic contamination burdens, but these
sites need to be developed in accordance with best practice and not all sites are viable for all
types of development use.
Sections on minerals and waste provision should be clearer on what is a suitable use in
sensitive locations.
Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology
It is not really clear how the different options will benefit, damage or provide opportunities for
ecological interests as there is a lack of detail or ‘high level’ assessment of likely impacts on
how development could secure GI.
Therefore we cannot provide feedback on the best approach, although development that
extends into or close to priority habitats and/or designated sites, will by their nature have
significantly more impact, and potentially fail to deliver biodiversity net gains.
We recommend that different options for development are tested against what could be
delivered or damaged, to demonstrate how designated sites, priority habitats and potential
new habitats could be affected.
It is good to see the general comment that the council will support delivery of more nature
conservation, particularly when considering the management of tidal embankments along the
Medway estuary area.
However, the provision of ‘green infrastructure’ (GI) needs to state that a net gain in
biodiversity is required and that the council will positively work towards achieving that
through the development control process, and also facilitate delivery.
On this basis the council should propose working with the EA and other partners to propose
new GI that delivers multiple benefits (resolving coastal squeeze, new flood defences,
recreation, ecology, tourism etc.)
It would be helpful to specifically mention the Medway Estuary and Swale Strategy as well as
Thames Estuary 2100 and the requirements therein.
Specific policy area comments:
 Policy approach on proposed marinas and moorings needs to be explicit that there
should be no loss of protected or priority habitats or species (those listed under the
NERC Act 2006) unless the impacts are not significant at a waterbody scale, and can
be adequately mitigated for.
 All new marinas and moorings will have to assess their impact on Thames River
Basin Management Plan.
 The Environmental and Green belt designations in Medway does not include Local
Wildlife Sites, which are a consideration for the planning process. It could also include
ancient woodland, which is also available data.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours faithfully
Ms Jennifer Wilson
Planning Specialist
Direct dial
Direct e-mail
Environment Agency
Orchard House Endeavour Park, London Road, Addington, West Malling, Kent, ME19 5SH
Customer services line: 03708 506 506
Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/environment-agency

Our ref:
Medway Council
Pembroke (Compass Centre) Chatham Your ref:
Maritime
Date:
Chatham
Kent
ME4 4YH

KT/2006/000047/SE-05/SP1-L01
20 April 2017

Dear Sir/Madam
Medway Local Plan - Sustainability Appraisal Scoping and Interim reports
Thank you for consulting us on the above. We have the following comments to make.
Groundwater and Contaminated Land
There is very little mention of Brownfield sites, passing mention here and there and a bit
about formal process for Contaminated Land in Appendix A section 3. There should be
mentioned the PIP and Brownfield registers as well, given its imminent introduction before
plan is fully formulated and sent to inspector. The scope should also cross reference impacts
from land affected by contamination/brownfield site on water quality and relevant
interventions through life of plan to reduce historic contamination impacts.
Water quality decision are very river based, need to include groundwater quality issues,
perhaps also alongside water resources and “water stress” that development would pose if
current resources are not managed and “protected”.
There should also be a link to wellbeing polices to derelict land clean up, reduction in
vandalism and development of brownfield/public open space use perhaps, such as proposals
for Queen Elisabeth fields/Woodland closed landfill - Managing risk and enhancing public
health and wellbeing opportunities.
With the public announcement of the third Thames crossing we would recommend your
Local Plan recognises this development and the potential impacts, as it is a cross-boundary
issue. This could affect development opportunities, aspirations in the Cliffe, Hoo areas.
Flood Risk
We are pleased to see that the Sustainability Appraisal includes objectives and reference to
flood risk and climate change.
Water Resources
Scoping report p14, p108, p112 and Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report Appendix
2 Pages 6, 15, etc
Objective 6 issues: The use of the term "water stress" in the statement "There are areas of
water stress in the Authority" might cause confusion, because the Environment Agency has a
classification of "water stressed areas" and the whole of Medway, indeed the whole of SouthEast England is classified as a water stressed area. This is from the point of view of water
supply, and the interconnectivity of the network means that the same level of stress applies
to a wider area than the Medway UA. (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/waterstressed-areas-2013-classification).
Environment Agency
Orchard House Endeavour Park, London Road, Addington, West Malling, Kent, ME19 5SH
Customer services line: 03708 506 506
Email: enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.environment-agency.gov.uk

This definition is recognised in Scoping report p58, but the use of the term in the Appraisal
Report seems to be less specific and perhaps ambiguous. There it seems to relate to either
the excess, the shortage, or the distribution of water as affected by climate change (e.g.
p135 in respect of flooding, p188 seemingly of pinch points in the supply infrastructure).
Areas prone to flooding will be localised whereas for water shortage in the environment, the
estuary and all the river catchments in the area are classified as at risk, or probably at risk of
deterioration under the Water Framework Directive (WFD).
Scoping report p101
Considering the above, it is unclear to me what specifically is meant by Indicator 6 of
objective 6. Our classification is unlikely to change in response to a single LA's plan. Might a
better indicator be status of waterbodies under the Water Framework Directive classification?
The last bullet of the questions here refer to the Code for Sustainable Homes but this is no
longer in use and should be deleted (see also 6 below). For "water stress" in the context of
this bullet point it might be better and more consistent to substitute "water efficiency".
Scoping report and Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report
Table 1: The only objectives listed for the water environment are "To adapt and mitigate the
impacts of climate change" and "Making the best use of natural assets". Should there
perhaps be mention here of helping to achieve the objectives of the Water Framework
Directive (WFD), both of no deterioration in status and of achieving good status/potential.
The Scoping Report mentions it on p126, and recognises that the Plan needs to take account
of it.
Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report Appendix 2
Pages 46, 51, 57, 82: The comment "Building regulations incorporate mandatory design
considerations regarding climate change. The policy approach does not require any further
detailed considerations beyond satisfying the principles of sustainable development." seems
inconsistent with our understanding, and with pages 89 and 149 here, which contain the
comment " Meet energy efficiency targets and the higher national water efficiency standard".
This should apply to the above numbered pages as well, not just to self-build homes. For
water efficiency it is an option, which we understood Medway had chosen, for a local
authority to require a design standard of 110 litres/person/per day, over and above
mandatory building regulations (where the standard is 125 litres). This is appropriate for a
water stressed area with regard to both climate change and other considerations.
Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report Appendix 2
Pages 62, 67, 172, 174, 184: The same comment as above appears. Here the domestic
standard does not apply, but for commercial buildings we would like to see the council setting
some requirement to meet one of the higher BREEAM classifications.
Scoping report p156
The Code for Sustainable Homes is no longer in use and reference should be removed. It is
superseded by the Building Regulations (and options therein) and in any case the remarks
here are inconsistent with those on p155 under "Housing Standards Review". Should note
that the Building Regulations &c. (Amendment) Regulations 2015 themselves be listed in this
table? They appear to be absent.
Scoping Report p162
Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies (CAMS) are now called "Abstraction
Licensing Strategies (ALS)". It might be worth mentioning that the River Basin Thames
Management Plan (sic, actually the Thames River Basin Management Plan) is the strategy
for implementing the WFD.

Scoping Report p163
The "North Kent and Swale Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy Final Strategy
April 2004" is superseded by the North Kent & Swale Abstraction Licensing Strategy
February 2013". The next CED for North Kent & Swale CAMS is 2023 and the subsequent
one is 2029. However the Medway UA area falls entirely inside the "Medway abstraction
licensing strategy" (February 2013) area.
Scoping Report p164
Similarly the "South East Water Resources Management Plan (2010-2035)" is superseded
by the "South East Water Resources Management Plan 2014" which covers 2015-2040.
Consultation will soon be underway on draft 2019 plans (2020-2045). However the majority
of the Medway UA area is supplied by Southern Water, for which the latest plan is entitled
"Water Resources Management Plan 2015–40"
Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology
Objective: The conserve and enhance existing green space
Unfortunately this objective doesn’t include any biodiversity indicators. It would be good to
see something for improving the ecology of existing greenspace as part of the
enhancements.
Objective: To adapt and mitigate the impacts of climate change
1. Number of developments incorporating SuDS
This could record where SuDS have biodiversity benefits. E.g. number of green roofs or new
ponds/ swales created.
2. Amount of grazing marshland affected by rising flood levels/flood zones
Unclear why this indicator is chosen. What does 'affected' mean? Does it matter if grazing
marsh is "affected"? Is it significant, or are there ecological benefits even?
An indicator needs to be clear what it is showing. We would suggest that accurate habitat
mapping of all important habitat types and their coverage should be used and then in the
future this can be compared with the baseline. The Kent and Medway 2012 habitat maps
coupled with any updates since that time (Natural England and Kent Wildlife Trust/KMBRC
may be able to provide annotations to that baseline.)
3. Amount of open space and allotment provision
We support this.
4. Quality of biodiverse areas - designated (for consistent information) and
undesignated where information is available to demonstrate an increase in biodiverse
areas and quality of these areas.
We would ask the "quality" is defined. We would suggest that as well as the habitats
(suggested above) that important species are targeted for these areas that are more likely to
be at risk from development from a planning perspective. For example there might be
particular bird or aquatic species vulnerable to increased activity in the estuary.
We hope you find our comments useful.
Yours faithfully
Ms Jennifer Wilson
Planning Specialist
Direct dial 0208 474 6711
Direct e-mail

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lesley Sage
05 March 2017 12:32
futuremedway
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Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Hi
I object to further building on the Hoo Peninsula. It is one of the last rural areas in Medway, and the
proposal to build an additional 30,000 homes will totally transform the region, and not for the better.
I have the following comments in connection with your planning proposal:
1. There has already been significant building in recent years and the level of anti‐social behaviour has
increased noticeably. There is more rubbish being dumped, more bullying of children, more vandalism,
more drunken and loutish behaviour, I myself I have noticed all of this, and not bothered to report it to the
police because it's all relatively trivial, but it is increasing. At the moment the peninsula is still a safe place
for children and single women to walk alone at night.
2. Before farmland and green areas are turned into housing and industrial estates, you need to consider all
the following:
Building on waste land and derelict land in the towns
Converting empty warehouses and factories to housing.
Converting unused retail premises and offices to housing.
There are many of these sites on both sides of the Medway Tunnel and within the towns. Mountbatten
House is a prime example of a building that has been empty for years, and should have been converted to
apartments a long time ago. Bourne Court is an example of what can be done.
Even if these actions cannot provide the 30,000 homes you say you need, it would reduce building on the
peninsula. Any reduction is essential to preserve the rural aspect of the area.
3. Not only do I have concerns about the devastation to the character of the area, there are practical
matters too:
The schools are full
The doctors are full
The bus service is poor:
Buses are often late and the journey time to the towns is significant, often taking an hour (or longer) to
reach Chatham from Hoo (return journeys in the evening rush hour are even longer).
Villages further out from Hoo have a limited bus service and the travel times can be lengthy.
Morning buses are often full before they leave Hoo and passengers have to stand for the whole journey
(remember this could be an hour) or are left behind because there is no space.
With a massively increased population, travel times to and from the towns will be significantly longer, and
they are already onerous.
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4. The Medway Tunnel and the connecting road to London have made the peninsula an expensive place to
live. House prices have increased disproportionately compared to the rest of the towns, and my children
who were both born in Hoo cannot now afford to live here. House prices and rents are well beyond their
means. This is something I also hear from many friends and neighbours.
Building more houses that are too expensive for locals is an insult to us. Prices are now such that only
Londoners can afford them. Rents are also so high that only Londoners can afford them.
Where ever you build these houses they must be affordable for locals and with long term tenancies. This is
essential if locals are going to be able to live in the communities where they were born and educated and
hope to raise their own families.
I do not want private landlords with high rents and sub‐standard housing on the peninsula. There is a risk, I
believe that the peninsula could turn into something similar to Luton. A few years ago there were serious
problems with Chattenden and families moved there from London. It was not a safe place at night, with
cars set on fire, burglaries and high crime. I do not want that again.
5. The plans also include substantial areas for industrial development. It was said that employers are
desperate to locate businesses, warehouses and factories on the peninsula. But, if that were the case,
surely all the premises on the Medway City Estate would be in use, and they are not.
And again, these must be jobs for locals, and there must be improved public transport for locals to these
sites. My belief is that work will be for drivers only and workers will not be mainly chosen from local areas.
Finally, I object very strongly to any development on the peninsula. There has already been excessive
building but these plans will desecrate the are area totally. The peninsula will no longer be rural and these
plans will lead to Medway becoming one continuous urban area from Rainham to Grain.
If I had to choose one of your terrible plans, I would choose the one that shares the burden between all
the villages, so that all expand a little to hopefully preserve some of the peninsula's unique character.
Regards
Lesley Sage (Mrs)
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Hi
Instead of building housing that locals cannot even dream of affording, you need to build council housing. I
don't mean houses built by that tyrannical, behemoth MHS. I mean low rent, good quality, council housing
with long‐term rents.
Both my son and my daughter are expecting children this year, both were born and have lived all their
lives on the peninsula,and neither have the funds for a deposit to buy a house. Both are looking for a
home to rent on the peninsula and it is impossible because rents here are beyond their pockets.
My fear is that the limited social housing that will be built will be given to people without a local
connection. There will be an influx from London and Swale placed here by their councils because Medway
is cheaper, and they will be people who have no interest in the area, who want to return 'home' as soon as
possible. These councils also tend to move their problem families, as London & Quadrant did in
Chattenden, a few years ago.
I don't believe that Medway needs 30,000 homes. I believe there would be enough homes fro Medway
residents if other councils housed their people in their own areas, and did not take housing from locals.
Maybe you should be investing time and money encouraging private landlords to rent to locals.
Regards
Lesley Sage
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Strood Riverside
Strood is 33 minutes from Londons St Pancras Station. It is is a beautiful setting overlooking the River
Medway with historic views to Rochester Cathedral and Castle. However much of the section along Canal
Road, beside the River Medway lies under utilized and derelect. There seem to be no future proposals for
this area mentioned in this version of the development proposals. I think this could be greatly improved and
the following sketches and images show some possible ways this could happen.

Strood waterfront - recent aerial view
Strood Train Station

Sea containers
converted to small
offices, cafes, stalls

Riverside board
walk
Proposed aerial view of Strood Waterfront

Viewing tower over
the Medway

Submarine
resurrected and
connected to shore

Proposed Market stalls on
Canal Road
These could create a feeling
of a seaside promenade,
with a carnival atmosphere.

Current view from Canal Road to towards Rochester

..and proposed

3D model showing existing buildings around Strood Station
The station could have a much stronger connection to the riverside

Existing Precidents
The images below show a number of proposals for riverside regeneration from around the world.

Above:
Proposed riverside, Norwich
(from Generation Park Norwich)

To left:
Riverside boardwalk,Toronto by
Room 11 Architects
(From Dezeen)

Below:
Changi boardwalk, Singapore

Appendix 1C - Suburban expansion
The diagram shows an expansion of mixed use development to the North-West of Strood. This is an area of
green fields and countryside - why is this being developed when there are areas within the city that are vacant and
underutilized. Why no instead seek to develop and enhance the inner areas of Strood, many of which lie vacant
and underutilized instead of spreading the town out into the existing beautiful countryside which will be irreversibly
altered. I think it is important that this outward expansion is kept at least within the confines of the A289 around
Wainscott. Also, the diagram is not clear exactly where the development will be located - there seems to be some
overlap with the roads around this area.

Thank you.

Lewis Bailie
13 Guinness Drive
Wainsott, Rochester
ME3 8GE
www.lewisbailie.com

